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Abstract We investigate the impact of flavor-conserving,

non-universal quark-lepton contact interactions on the dilep-

ton invariant mass distribution in p p → ℓ+ℓ− processes at

the LHC. After recasting the recent ATLAS search performed

at 13 TeV with 36.1 fb−1 of data, we derive the best up-to-date

limits on the full set of 36 chirality-conserving four-fermion

operators contributing to the processes and estimate the sen-

sitivity achievable at the HL-LHC. We discuss how these

high-pT measurements can provide complementary infor-

mation to the low-pT rare meson decays. In particular, we

find that the recent hints on lepton-flavor universality viola-

tion in b → sμ+μ− transitions are already in mild tension

with the dimuon spectrum at high-pT if the flavor structure

follows minimal flavor violation. Even if the mass scale of

new physics is well beyond the kinematical reach for on-shell

production, the signal in the high-pT dilepton tail might still

be observed, a fact that has been often overlooked in the

present literature. In scenarios where new physics couples

predominantly to third generation quarks, instead, the HL-

LHC phase is necessary in order to provide valuable infor-

mation.

1 Introduction

Searches for new physics in flavor-changing neutral currents

(FCNC) at low energies set strong limits on flavor-violating

semileptonic four-fermion operators (qq ′ℓℓ), often pushing

the new physics mass scale � beyond the kinematical reach

of the LHC [1]. For example, if the recent hints for lepton-

flavor non-universality in b → sℓ+ℓ− transitions [2–5] are

confirmed, the relevant dynamics might easily be outside the

LHC range for on-shell production.

In this situation, an effective field theory (EFT) approach

is applicable in the entire spectrum of momentum transfers

in proton collisions at the LHC, including the most energetic

a e-mail: marzocca@physik.uzh.ch

processes. Since the leading deviations from the SM scale

like O(p2/�2), where p2 is a typical momentum exchange,

less precise measurements at high-pT could offer similar (or

even better) sensitivity to new physics with respect to high-

precision measurements at low energies. Indeed, opposite-

sign same-flavor charged lepton production, p p → ℓ+ℓ−

(ℓ = e, μ), sets competitive constraints on new physics when

compared to some low-energy measurements [6–8] or elec-

troweak precision tests performed at LEP [9].

At the same time, motivated new physics flavor structures

can allow for large flavor-conserving but flavor non-universal

interactions. In this work we study the impact of such contact

interactions on the tails of dilepton invariant mass distribu-

tion in p p → ℓ+ℓ− and use the limits obtained in this way

to derive bounds on class of models which aim to solve the

recent b → sℓℓ anomalies. With a similar spirit, in Ref. [10]

it was shown that the LHC measurements of pp → τ+τ−

already set stringent constraints on models aimed at solv-

ing the charged-current b → cτ ν̄τ anomalies. The paper is

organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we present a general parame-

terization of new physics effects in p p → ℓ+ℓ− and perform

a recast of the recent ATLAS search at 13 TeV with 36.1 fb−1

of data [11] to derive present and future-projected limits on

flavor non-universal contact interactions for all quark fla-

vors accessible in the initial protons. In Sect. 3 we discuss

the implications of these results on the rare FCNC B meson

decay anomalies. The conclusions are found in Sect. 4.

2 New physics in the dilepton tails

2.1 General considerations

We start the discussion on new physics contributions to dilep-

ton production via Drell–Yan by listing the gauge-invariant

dimension-six operators which can contribute at tree-level

to the process. We opt to work in the Warsaw basis [12].

Neglecting chirality-flipping interactions (e.g. scalar or ten-
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sor currents, expected to be suppressed by the light fermion

Yukawa couplings), dimension-six operators can contribute

to q q̄ → ℓ+ℓ− either by modifying the SM contributions

due to the Z exchange or via local four-fermion interactions.

The former class of deviations can be probed with high preci-

sion by on-shell Z production and decays at both LEP-1 and

LHC (see e.g. Ref. [13]). Also, such effects are not enhanced

at high energies, scaling like ∼v2/�2, where v ≃ 246 GeV.

For these reasons we neglect them and focus on the four-

fermion interactions which comprise four classes depend-

ing on the chirality: (L̄ L)(L̄ L), (R̄ R)(R̄ R), (R̄ R)(L̄ L) and

(L̄ L)(R̄ R). In particular, the relevant set of operators is

L
SMEFT ⊃

c
(3)
Qi j Lkl

�2
(Q̄iγμσ a Q j )(L̄kγ

μσa Ll)

+
c
(1)
Qi j Lkl

�2
(Q̄iγμQ j )(L̄kγ

μLl)

+
cui j ekl

�2
(ūiγμu j )(ēkγ

μel) +
cdi j Lkl

�2
(d̄iγμd j )(ēkγ

μel)

+
cui j Lkl

�2
(ūiγμu j )(L̄kγ

μLl) +
cdi j Lkl

�2
(d̄iγμd j )(L̄kγ

μLl)

+
cQi j ekl

�2
(Q̄iγμQ j )(ēkγ

μel) (1)

where i, j, k, l are flavor indices, Qi = (V ∗
j i u

j
L , d i

L)T and

L i = (νi
L , ℓi

L)T are the SM left-handed quark and lepton

weak doublets and di , ui , ei are the right-handed singlets.

V is the CKM flavor mixing matrix and σ a are the Pauli

matrices acting on SU (2)L space.

An equivalent classification of the possible contact inter-

actions can be obtained by studying directly the q q̄ → ℓ−ℓ+

scattering amplitude:

A(q i
p1

q̄
j
p2

→ℓ−
p′

1
ℓ+

p′
2
)

= i
∑

qL ,qR

∑

ℓL ,ℓR

(q̄ iγ μq j ) (ℓ̄γμℓ) Fqℓ(p2), (2)

where p ≡ p1 + p2 = p′
1 + p′

2, and the form factor Fqℓ(p2)

can be expanded around the physical poles present in the SM

(photon and Z boson propagators), leading to

Fqℓ(p2) = δi j e2 Qq Qℓ

p2
+ δi j g

q
Z gℓ

Z

p2 − m2
Z + im ZŴZ

+
ǫ

qℓ

i j

v2
.

(3)

Here, Qq(ℓ) is the quark (lepton) electric charge and g
q(ℓ)

Z

is the corresponding coupling to Z boson: in the SM g
f
Z =

2m Z

v
(T 3

f − Q f sin2 θW ). The contact terms ǫ
qℓ

i j are related to

the EFT coefficients in Eq. (1) by simple relations ǫx = v2

�2 cx .

The only constraint on the contact terms imposed by SU (2)L

invariance are ǫ
dL ek

R

i j = ǫ
uL ek

R

i j = cQi j ekk
v2/�2.

Fig. 1 Rμ+μ−/e+e− as a function of the dilepton invariant mass mℓ+ℓ−

for three new physics benchmark points. See text for details

The dilepton invariant mass spectrum can be written (see

Appendix A),

dσ

dτ
=

(

dσ

dτ

)

SM

×
∑

q,ℓ Lqq̄(τ, μF )|Fqℓ(τ s0)|2
∑

q,ℓ Lqq̄(τ, μF )|FSM
qℓ (τ s0)|2

, (4)

where τ ≡ m2
ℓ+ℓ−/s0 and

√
s0 is the proton–proton center

of mass energy. The sum is over the left- and right-handed

quarks and leptons as well as the quark flavors accessible

in the proton. Note that, since we are interested in the high-

energy tails (away from the Z pole), the universal higher-

order radiative QCD corrections factorize to a large extent.

Therefore, consistently including those corrections in the SM

prediction is enough to achieve good theoretical accuracy. It

is still useful to define the differential LFU ratio,

Rμ+μ−/e+e−(mℓℓ) ≡ dσμμ

dmℓℓ

/
dσee

dmℓℓ

=
∑

q,μ Lqq̄(m2
ℓℓ/s0, μF )|Fqμ(m2

ℓℓ)|2
∑

q,e Lqq̄(m2
ℓℓ/s0, μF )|Fqe(m

2
ℓℓ)|2

, (5)

which is a both theoretically and experimentally cleaner

observable. In fact, in the SM both QCD and electroweak

corrections are universal among muons and electrons, pre-

dicting RSM
μ+μ−/e+e−(mℓℓ) ≃ 1 with very high accuracy. As

an illustration, in Fig. 1 we show the predictions for this

observable at
√

s0 = 13 TeV, assuming new physics in three

benchmark operators. The parton luminosities used to derive

these predictions are discussed in the next chapter.

A goal of this work is to connect the high-pT dilepton tails

measurements with the recent experimental hints on lepton-

flavor universality violation in rare semileptonic B meson

decays. The pattern of observed deviations can be explained

with a new physics contribution to a single four-fermion

bsμμ contact interaction. As discussed in more detail in

Sect. 3, a good fit of the flavor anomalies can be obtained

with a left-handed chirality structure. For this reason, when
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discussing the connection to flavor in Sect. 3, we limit our

attention to the (L̄ L)(L̄ L) operators with muons given in the

first line of Eq. (1).1 To this purpose it is useful to rearrange

the terms relevant to p p → μ+μ− as2:

L
eff ⊃

C
Uμ
i j

v2
(ūi

Lγμu
j
L)(μ̄Lγ μμL)

+
C

Dμ
i j

v2
(d̄ i

Lγμd
j

L)(μ̄Lγ μμL). (6)

The CUμ and CDμ matrices carry the flavor structure of the

operators. Since the top quark does not appear in the pro-

cess under study the corresponding terms can be neglected.

Regarding the off-diagonal elements, we only keep the b − s

one, since it is where the flavor anomalies appear. We set the

others to zero. In summary:

C
Uμ
i j =

⎛

⎝

Cuμ 0 0

0 Ccμ 0

0 0 Ctμ

⎞

⎠ , C
Dμ
i j =

⎛

⎝

Cdμ 0 0

0 Csμ C∗
bsμ

0 Cbsμ Cbμ

⎞

⎠ .

(7)

2.2 Present limits and HL-LHC projections

In this section we derive limits on the flavor non-universal

quark-lepton contact interactions by looking in the tails of

dilepton invariant mass distributions in p p → ℓ+ℓ− at the

LHC. In our analysis we closely follow the recent ATLAS

search [11] performed at 13 TeV with 36.1 fb−1 of data. We

digitize Fig. 1 of Ref. [11], which shows the distribution of

dielectron and dimuon reconstructed invariant masses after

the final event selection. We perform a profile likelihood

fit to a binned histogram distribution adopting the method

from Ref. [14]. The number of signal events, as well as the

expected signal events in the SM and background processes,

are directly taken from Fig. 1 of Ref. [11]. The likelihood

function (L) is constructed treating every bin as an indepen-

dent Poisson variable, with the expected number of events,

�N bin = �N bin
SM

×

∑

q,ℓ

∫ τ bin
max

τ bin
min

dτ τ Lqq̄(τ, μF ) |Fqℓ(τ s0)|2

∑

q,ℓ

∫ τ bin
max

τ bin
min

dτ τ Lqq̄(τ, μF ) |FSM
qℓ (τ s0)|2

, (8)

which is a function of the contact interactions. The best fit

point corresponds to the global minimum of χ2 ≡ −2 log L ,

while nσ C.L. regions are given to be �χ2 ≡ χ2 − χ2
min <

1 Note that similar conclusions apply also for solutions of the flavor

anomalies involving operators with different chirality structure.

2 The down and up couplings are given by two orthogonal combinations

of the triplet and singlet operators in the first line of Eq. (1): C
D(U )μ
i j =

v2/�2(c
(1)
Qi j L22

± c
(3)
Qi j L22

).

�nσ , where �nσ are defined with the appropriate cumula-

tive distribution functions. In the numerical study we use the

NNLO118 MMHT2014 parton distribution functions set [15].

We checked that our results have a very small dependence on

the factorization scale variation. At present, theoretical and

systematic uncertainties on the expected number of events in

the SM are negligible when compared to the statistical one in

the high invariant mass region relevant for setting the limits

on the contact interactions [9,11]. Nonetheless, their impor-

tance will increase at the high-luminosity phase. However,

we still expect systematic uncertainties to be subleading or

at most comparable to the statistical one. Therefore we do

not include them in the projections.

Furthermore, we independently cross-check the results

by implementing the subset of operators in Eqs. (6, 7) in a

FeynRules [16] model, and generating pp → μ+μ− events

at 13 TeV with the same acceptance cuts as in the ATLAS

search [11] using MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [17]. We find

good agreement between the fits performed in both ways.

In the SMEFT, neglecting flavor-violating interactions, are

18 independent four-fermion operators for muons and 18 for

electrons relevant to pp → ℓ+ℓ− (see Eq. (1)). In Appendix

B (Table 1) we provide present and projected 2σ limits on

all these coefficients, using the recent ATLAS search [11].

While these limits are obtained in the scenario where only

one operator is considered at a time, we checked that the 18×
18 correlation matrix derived in the Gaussian approximation

does not contain any large value (the only non-negligible

correlations are among the triplet and singlet operators with

the same-flavor content, which is discussed in more details

below). The absence of flat directions can be understood by

the fact that operators with fermions of different flavor or

chirality do not interfere with each other.

Focusing only on the (L̄ L)(L̄ L) operators (in the notation

of Eq. (6)), the 2σ limits, both from the present ATLAS

search (blue) and projected for 3000 fb−1 (red), are shown in

Fig. 2. The solid lines show the 2σ bounds when operators

are taken one at a time. The dashed ones show the limits when

all the others are marginalized. The small difference between

the two, especially with present accuracy, confirms what we

commented above. Further constraints on the operators with

SU (2)L triplet structure can be derived from the charged-

current pp → ℓν processes [6,7,9].

3 Implications for R(K ) and R(K∗)

3.1 Effective field theory discussion

Recent measurements in rare semileptonic b → s transi-

tions provide strong hints for a new physics contribution to

bsμμ local interactions (see for example the recent analyses

in Refs. [18–21]). In particular, a good fit of the anomaly in
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Fig. 2 In blue (red) we show the present (projected) 2σ limits on Cqμ

(flavor conserving (L̄ L)(L̄ L) operators) where q = u, d, s, c and b,

using 13 TeV ATLAS search in pp → μ+μ− channel [11]. Dashed

lines show the limits when all other coefficients are marginalized, while

the solid ones show the results of one-parameter fits

the differential observable P ′
5 [22], together with the hints

on LFU violation in RK and RK ∗ [23–25], is obtained by

considering a new physics contribution to the Cbsμ coeffi-

cient in Eqs. (6, 7). In terms of the SMEFT operators at the

electroweak scale, this corresponds to a contribution to (at

least) one of the two operators in the first row of Eq. (1)

(see for example [26]). Moreover, the triplet operator could

at the same time solve the anomalies in the charged-currrent

(RD(∗)) , see e.g. Refs. [27–29].

Matching at the tree level this operator to the standard

effective weak Hamiltonian describing b → s transitions,

one finds

�C
μ
9 = −�C

μ
10 = π

αVtbV ∗
ts

Cbsμ, (9)

where α is the electromagnetic fine structure constant while

|Vts | = (40.0 ± 2.7) × 10−3 and |Vtb| = 1.009 ± 0.031 are

CKM matrix elements [30].

The recent combined fit of Ref. [18] reported the best fit

value and 1σ preferred range

�C
μ
9 = −�C

μ
10 = −0.61 ± 0.12. (10)

Using this result and Eq. (9) the scale of the relevant new

physics can be estimated by defining Cbsμ = g2
∗v

2/�2,

obtaining �/g∗ ≈ 32+4
−3 TeV. Depending on the value of

g∗, i.e. from the particular UV origin of the operator, the

scale of new physics � can be within or out of the reach of

LHC direct searches. We show that, even in the latter case,

under some assumptions it can be possible to observe an

effect in the dimuon high-energy tail. When comparing low-

and high-energy measurements, in principle the renormaliza-

tion group effects should be taken into account. Since these

effects in this case are small, we neglect them (see for exam-

ple [26]).

We concentrate on UV models in which new particles are

above the scale of threshold production at the LHC, such that

the EFT approach is applicable in the most energetic dilepton

events. We stress however, that even for models with light

new physics these searches can be relevant.

We now focus on the flavor structure of the C
D(U )μ
i j matri-

ces in Eqs. (6, 7). New physics aligned only to the strange-

bottom coupling Cbsμ will not be probed at the LHC, in

fact the present (projected) 95% CL limits from the 13 TeV

ATLAS pp → μ+μ− analysis with 36 fb−1 (3000 fb−1) of

luminosity are
∣

∣

∣

∣

π

αVtbV ∗
ts

Cbsμ

∣

∣

∣

∣

< 100 (39), (11)

which should be compared with the value extracted from the

global flavor fits in Eq. (10). Such a peculiar flavor structure

is possible but not very motivated from the model building

point of view.

On the other hand, taking the b → sμ+μ− flavor anoma-

lies at face value provides a measurement of the Cbsμ coef-

ficient (via Eq. (9)). In most flavor models flavor-violating

couplings are related (by symmetry or dynamics) to flavor-

diagonal one(s). In this case the LHC upper limit on |Cqμ|
from the dimuon high-pT tail can be used in order to set a

lower bound on |λq
bs |, defined as the ratio

λ
q
bs ≡ Cbsμ/Cqμ. (12)

In the following we study such limits for several particularly

interesting scenarios.

1. Minimal flavor violation

Under this assumption [31] the only source of flavor violation

are the SM Yukawa matrices Yu ≡ V †diag(yu, yc, yt ) and

Yd ≡ diag(yd , ys, yb). Using a spurion analysis the following

can be estimated

c
(3,1)
Qi j L22

∼
(

1 + αYuY †
u + βYdY

†
d

)

i j
, (13)

where α, β ∼ O(1), which implies the following structure:

Cuμ = Ccμ = Ctμ ≡ CUμ,

Cdμ = Csμ = Cbμ ≡ CDμ, (14)

while flavor-violating terms are expected to be CKM sup-

pressed, for example |Cbsμ| ∼ |VtbV ∗
ts y2

t CDμ|. In this case

the contribution to rare B meson decays has a Vts suppres-

sion, while the dilepton signal at high-pT receives an uni-
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Fig. 3 Present and projected 95% CL limits from pp → μ+μ− in the

MFV case defined by Eq. (14)

versal contribution dominated by the valence quarks in the

proton. The flavor fit in Eq. (10) combined with this flavor

structure would imply a value of |CDμ| ∼ 1.4×10−3 which,

as can be seen from the limits in Fig. 3, is already probed by

the ATLAS dimuon search [11] depending on the origin of

the operator (i.e. from the SU(2) singlet or triplet structure)

and will definitely be investigated at high luminosity.3 Allow-

ing for more freedom and setting Cbsμ ≡ λbsCDμ, we show

in the top (central) panel of Fig. 4 the 95% CL limit in the

CDμ–|λbs | plane, where CUμ is related to CDμ by assuming

the triplet (singlet) structure. As discussed before, a direct

upper limit on λbs via b − s fusion can be derived only for

very large values. On the other hand, requiring Cbsμ to fit

the B decay anomalies already probes interesting regions in

parameter space, excluding the MFV scenario (λbs = Vts)

for both singlet and triplet cases.

2. U (2)Q flavor symmetry

This symmetry distinguishes light left-handed quarks (dou-

blets) from third generation left-handed quarks (singlets).

The leading symmetry-breaking spurion is a doublet whose

flavor structure is unambiguously related to the CKM

matrix [32]. In this case, in general the leading terms would

involve the third generation quarks, as well as diagonal cou-

plings in the first two generations. The relevant parameters

3 It should also be noted that the triplet combination is bounded from the

semileptonic hadron decays (CKM unitarity test) CUμ−CDμ = (0.46±
0.52) × 10−3 [7], in the absence of other competing contributions.

Fig. 4 We show the present (solid red) and projected (dashed red)

95% CL limit from pp → μ+μ− in the Cqμ–|λbs | plane. The solid

(dashed) green line corresponds to the best fit (2σ interval) from the fit

of the flavor anomalies in Eq. (10)
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for the dimuon production would then be

Cuμ = Ccμ ≡ CUμ, Cdμ = Csμ ≡ CDμ,

Cbμ, Cbsμ ≡ λbsCbμ, (15)

where the flavor-violating coupling is expected to be |λbs | ∼
|Vts |. As already done in the MFV case, in the following we

leave λbs free to vary and perform a four-parameter fit to

the dimuon spectrum. The resulting limits on CUμ and CDμ

are very similar to those obtained in the MFV scenario (see

Fig. 3) and are required to be much smaller than the allowed

range for Cbμ.

In the lower panel of Fig. 4 we show the present and

projected limits in the Cbμ–λbs plane (here we set CDμ =
CUμ = 0, after checking that no large correlation with them

is present). As for the MFV case, the fit of the flavor anoma-

lies in Eq. (10) combined with the upper limit on |Cbμ|, pro-

vides a lower bound on |λbs |. In this case, while at present

this limit is much lower than the natural value predicted from

U (2) symmetry, λbs ∼ Vts , with high luminosity an inter-

esting region will be probed. For example, in the U (2) flavor

models of Refs. [29,33,34,57] a small value of λbs is neces-

sary in order to pass the bounds from B − B̄ mixing.

3. Single-operator benchmarks

It is illustrative to show the limits onλ
q
bs when only one flavor-

diagonal coefficient Cqμ is non-vanishing, while fitting at

the same time �C
μ
9 in Eq. (10). The expected 2σ limits with

36.1 fb−1 (3000 fb−1) are

λu
bs > 0.072 (0.77), λu

bs < −0.097 (−0.76),

λd
bs > 0.049 (0.36), λd

bs < −0.032 (−0.34),

λs
bs > 0.007 (0.04), λs

bs < −0.004 (−0.03),

λc
bs > 0.003 (0.02), λc

bs < −0.004 (−0.02),

λb
bs > 0.002 (0.01), λb

bs < −0.002 (−0.006). (16)

3.2 Model examples

We briefly speculate on the UV scenarios capable of explain-

ing the observed pattern of deviations in the rare B meson

decays. For our EFT approach to be valid, we focus on mod-

els with new resonances beyond the kinematical reach for

threshold production at the LHC. In such models, the effec-

tive operators in Eq. (1) are presumably generated at the tree

level.4 We focus here on the single mediator models in which

the required effect is obtained by integrating out a single res-

onance. These include either an extra Z ′ bosons [29,33,38–

52] or a leptoquark [28,53–62] (for a recent review on lep-

toquarks see [63]).

4 Note that including a loop suppression factor of ∼ 1
16π2 , the fit of the

flavor anomalies in Eq. (10) points to a scale � ≈ 2.6+0.2
−0.3 TeV (see for

example models proposed in Refs. [35–37]).

We note that a full set of single mediator models with

tree-level matching to the vector triplet (c
(3)
Qi j Lkl

) or singlet

(c
(1)
Qi j Lkl

) operators consists of color-singlet vectors Z ′
μ ∼

(1, 1, 0) and W ′
μ ∼ (1, 3, 0), color-triplet scalar S3 ∼

(3̄, 3, 1/3), and vectors U
μ
1 ∼ (3, 1, 2/3), U

μ
3 ∼ (3, 3, 2/3),

in the notation of Ref. [63]. The quantum numbers in brack-

ets indicate color, weak, and hypercharge representations,

respectively.

Z ′ and W ′ models A color-singlet vector resonance gives

rise to an s-channel resonant contribution to the dilepton

invariant mass distributions if MZ ′ is kinematically acces-

sible. Otherwise, the deviation in the tails is described well

by the dimension-six operators in Eq. (1) with � = MV and

c
(3)
Qi j Lkl

= −g
(3),i j
Q g

(3),kl
L , c

(1)
Qi j Lkl

= −g
(1),i j
Q g

(1),kl
L , (17)

obtained after integrating out the heavy vectors with interac-

tions L ⊃ Z ′
μ Jμ + W ′a

μ J a
μ , where

Jμ = g
(1),i j
Q (Q̄iγμQ j ) + g

(1),kl
L (L̄kγ

μLl),

J a
μ = g

(3),i j

Q (Q̄iγμσ a Q j ) + g
(3),kl
L (L̄kγ

μσ a Ll). (18)

A quark flavor-violating g
(x),23
Q coupling and g

(x),22
L are

required to explain the flavor anomalies, while the limits from

pp → μ+μ− reported in Table 1 can easily be translated to

the flavor-diagonal couplings and mass combinations.

For example, assuming a singlet Z ′ with g
(1),i i
Q =

g
(1),i i
L = g∗ and MFV structure (g

(1),23
Q = Vts g∗), as dictated

by neutral meson oscillation constraints, we derive limits on

g∗ as a function of the mass MZ ′ , both fitting the data directly

in the full model,5 and in the EFT approach. The results are

shown in Fig. 5. The limits in the full model are shown with

solid-blue and those in the EFT are shown with dashed-blue.

We see that for a mass MZ ′ � 4 − 5 TeV the limits in the

two approaches agree well but for the lower masses the EFT

still provide conservative bounds.6 On top of this we show

with green lines the best fit and 2σ interval that reproduces

the b → sμμ flavor anomalies, showing how LHC dimuon

searches already exclude such a scenario independently of

the Z ′ mass. The red solid line indicates the naive bound

obtained when interpreting the limits on the narrow-width

resonance production σ(pp → Z ′)×B(Z ′ → μ+μ−) from

Fig. 6 of Ref. [11].

Related to the above analysis we comment on the model

recently proposed in Ref. [52]. An anomaly-free horizontal

gauge symmetry is introduced, with a corresponding gauge

field (Z ′
h) having MFV-like couplings in the quark sector.

Figure 1 of Ref. [52] shows the preferred region from �C
μ
9

5 The Z ′ decay width is determined by decays into the SM fermions

u, d, s, c, b, t, μ, νμ via Eq. (18), i.e. ŴZ ′/MZ ′ = 5g2
∗/(6π).

6 See Ref. [9] for a more detailed discussion on the EFT validity in

high-pT dilepton tails.
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Fig. 5 Limits on the Z ′ MFV model from pp → μ+μ−. See text for

details

in the mass versus coupling plane, as well as the constraint

from the Z ′ resonance search (from the same experimental

analysis used here [11]). While the limits from the resonance

search are effective up to ∼ 4 TeV, we note that the limits

from the tails go even beyond and are expected to probe all of

the interesting parameter space of this model with the future-

projected LHC data. Note that this statement is independent

of the Z ′ mass (as long as the EFT is valid).

Leptoquark models A color-triplet resonance in the t-

channel gives rise to pp → ℓ+ℓ− at the LHC [64–66].

The relevant interaction Lagrangian for explaining B decay

anomalies is

L ⊃ yL L
3i j Q̄

c,i
L iσ 2σ a L

j
L Sa

3 + x L L
3i j Q̄i

Lγ μσ a L
j
LU a

3,μ

+ x L L
1i j Q̄i

Lγ μL
j
LU1,μ + h.c., (19)

and the matching to the EFT is provided in Table 4 of

Ref. [63]. The constraints from Table 1 apply again in a

straightforward way. The validity of the expansion has been

studied in details in Refs. [64,65]. We would like to point out

that similar limits would apply even for a relatively light LQ

(in the ∼ TeV range). As an illustration, the fit to low-energy

anomalies in the model of Ref. [37] (where the effect is loop-

generated), requires large charm–muon–LQ coupling, lead-

ing to a potentially observable c c̄ → μ+μ− production at

high-pT . We also note that the single LQ production at the

LHC can constrain similar couplings [67].

4 Conclusions

In this work we discuss the contribution from flavor non-

universal new physics to the high-pT dilepton tails in pp →
ℓ+ℓ−, where ℓ = e, μ. In particular, we set the best up-to-

date limits on all 36 chirality-conserving four-fermion oper-

ators in the SMEFT which contribute to these processes by

recasting ATLAS analysis at 13 TeV with 36.1 fb−1 of data,

as well as estimate the final sensitivity for the high-luminosity

phase at the LHC.

Recent results in rare semileptonic B meson decays show

some intriguing hints for possible violation of lepton-flavor

universality beyond the SM. It is particularly interesting to

notice that several anomalies coherently point toward a new

physics contribution in the left-handed bL → sLμ+
L μ−

L con-

tact interaction. In most flavor models, the flavor-changing

interactions are related (and usually suppressed with respect)

to the flavor-diagonal ones. These in turn, are probed via the

high-pT dimuon tail, allowing us to already set relevant lim-

its on the parameter space of some models.

In particular, our limits exclude or put in strong tension,

scenarios which aim to describe the flavor anomalies using

MFV structure that directly relates the bsμμ contact inter-

action to the ones involving first generation quarks, tightly

constrained from pp → μ+μ−. On the other hand, sce-

narios with U (2)Q flavor symmetry predominantly coupled

to the third generation quarks lead to milder constraints. In

order to further illustrate our point, we discuss a few explicit

examples with heavy mediator states (colorless vectors and

leptoquarks) and show a comparison of the limits obtained

in the EFT with those obtained directly in the model.

If the flavor anomalies get confirmed with more data, cor-

related signals in high-pT processes at the LHC will be cru-

cial in order to decipher the responsible dynamics. We show

how high-energy dilepton tails provide very valuable infor-

mation in this direction.
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Appendix A: Dilepton cross section

The unpolarized partonic differential cross section following

from Eq. (2) is given by

dσ̂

dt
= 1

48πs2
u2

(

|FqLℓL
(s)|2 + |FqRℓR

(s)|2
)

+ 1

48πs2
t2

(

|FqLℓR
(s)|2 + |FqRℓL

(s)|2
)

, (A.1)
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where s, t , and u are the Mandelstam variables. The total

partonic cross section is

σ̂ = s

144π

(

|FqLℓL
(s)|2 + |FqRℓR

(s)|2

+ |FqLℓR
(s)|2 + |FqRℓL

(s)|2
)

, (A.2)

while the hadronic cross section is obtained after convoluting

the partonic one with the corresponding parton luminosity

functions

Lqq̄(τ, μF ) =
∫ 1

τ

dx

x
fq(x, μF ) fq̄(τ/x, μF ). (A.3)

In particular, the cross section in the dilepton invariant mass

bin
[

τ bin
min, τ

bin
max

]

is given by

σ bin(p p→ℓ+ℓ−) =
∑

q

∫ τ bin
max

τ bin
min

dτ 2Lqq̄(τ, μF ) σ̂ (τ s0).

(A.4)

Appendix B: Operator limits

In Table 1 we show the present 2σ limits on the 36 inde-

pendent four-fermion operators contributing to pp → ℓ+ℓ−

from the 13 TeV ATLAS analysis [11] with 36.1 fb−1 of data,

as well as projections for 3000 fb−1, where only one operator

is turned on at a time. The notation used is as in Eq. (1) but

the cutoff dependence has been reabsorbed as Cx ≡ v2

�2 cx .

In the case of operators involving bL quark instead, we keep

only the combination of triplet and singlet aligned with it,

since the top quark does not enter in this observable. In the

Gaussian approximation we derived the correlation matrix in

the 36 coefficients and checked that the only non-negligible

correlation is the one among the triplet and singlet (L̄ L)(L̄ L)

operators with the same fermion content. This correlation is

shown explicitly in the 2d fit of Fig. 3.

Table 1 One-parameter 2σ limits from pp → μ+μ−, e+e−

Ci ATLAS 36.1 fb−1 3000 fb−1

C
(1)

Q1 L2 [−5.73, 14.2] × 10−4 [−1.30, 1.51] × 10−4

C
(3)

Q1 L2 [−7.11, 2.84] × 10−4 [−5.25, 5.25] × 10−5

Cu R L2 [−0.84, 1.61] × 10−3 [−2.00, 2.66] × 10−4

Cu RμR
[−0.52, 1.36] × 10−3 [−1.04, 1.08] × 10−4

CQ1μR
[−0.82, 1.27] × 10−3 [−2.25, 4.10] × 10−4

CdR L2 [−2.13, 1.61] × 10−3 [−8.98, 5.11] × 10−4

CdRμR
[−2.31, 1.34] × 10−3 [−4.89, 3.33] × 10−4

C
(1)

Q2 L2 [−8.84, 7.35] × 10−3 [−3.83, 2.39] × 10−3

C
(3)

Q2 L2 [−9.75, 5.56] × 10−3 [−1.43, 1.15] × 10−3

CQ2μR
[−7.53, 8.67] × 10−3 [−2.58, 3.73] × 10−3

CsR L2 [−1.04, 0.93] × 10−2 [−4.42, 3.33] × 10−3

CsRμR
[−1.09, 0.87] × 10−2 [−4.67, 2.73] × 10−3

CcR L2 [−1.33, 1.52] × 10−2 [−4.58, 6.54] × 10−3

CcRμR
[−1.21, 1.62] × 10−2 [−3.48, 6.32] × 10−3

CbL L2 [−2.61, 2.07] × 10−2 [−11.1, 6.33] × 10−3

CbL μR
[−2.28, 2.42] × 10−2 [−8.53, 10.0] × 10−3

CbR L2 [−2.41, 2.29] × 10−2 [−9.90, 8.68] × 10−3

CbRμR
[−2.47, 2.23] × 10−2 [−10.5, 7.97] × 10−3

C
(1)

Q1 L1 [−0.0, 1.75] × 10−3 [−1.01, 1.13] × 10−4

C
(3)

Q1 L1 [−8.92,−0.54] × 10−4 [−3.99, 3.93] × 10−5

Cu R L1 [−0.19, 1.92] × 10−3 [−1.56, 1.92] × 10−4

Cu R eR
[0.15, 2.06] × 10−3 [−7.89, 8.23] × 10−5

CQ1eR
[−0.40, 1.37] × 10−3 [−1.8, 2.85] × 10−4

CdR L1 [−2.1, 1.04] × 10−3 [−7.59, 4.23] × 10−4

CdR eR
[−2.55, 0.46] × 10−3 [−3.37, 2.59] × 10−4

C
(1)

Q2 L1 [−6.62, 4.36] × 10−3 [−3.31, 1.92] × 10−3

C
(3)

Q2 L1 [−8.24, 2.05] × 10−3 [−8.87, 7.90] × 10−4

CQ2eR
[−4.67, 6.34] × 10−3 [−2.11, 3.30] × 10−3

CsR L1 [−7.4, 5.9] × 10−3 [−3.96, 2.8] × 10−3

CsR eR
[−8.17, 5.06] × 10−3 [−3.82, 2.13] × 10−3

CcR L1 [−0.83, 1.13] × 10−2 [−3.74, 5.77] × 10−3

CcR eR
[−0.67, 1.27] × 10−2 [−2.59, 4.17] × 10−3

CbL L1 [−1.93, 1.19] × 10−2 [−8.62, 4.82] × 10−3

CbL eR
[−1.47, 1.67] × 10−2 [−7.29, 8.99] × 10−3

CbR L1 [−1.65, 1.49] × 10−2 [−8.86, 7.48] × 10−3

CbR eR
[−1.73, 1.40] × 10−2 [−9.38, 6.63] × 10−3
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